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Comparative Studies in Society and His-
tory is an international forum for the
presentation and discussion of new re-
search into problems of change and
stability that recur in human societies
through time or in the contemporary
world. It sets up a working alliance be-
tween specialists in all branches of the so-
cial sciences and humanities. Debate and
review articles bring the general reader in
touch with current findings and issues. In
each part, articles on a particular question
are grouped together to stimulate com-
parison of diverse cases. Also included in
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reviews.
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Economics

Econometric Theory is an international
quarterly journal dedicated to advancing
theoretical research in econometrics. The
journal provides an authoritative, central-
ized, professional outlet for original con-
tributions in all of the major areas of
econometrics. As well as periodic book
reviews and articles that embody original
theoretical research, the journal publishes
historical studies on the evolution of
econometric thought and on major
scholars. Econometric Theory also serves
an educational role by the inclusion of an
on-going "Problems and Solutions" series
and by "ET Interviews" with pre-eminent
scholars in the field.
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New from Cambridge
The Commercialisation of
English Society 1000-1500
R.H. Britnell
The Commercialisation of English Society
1000-1500 offers a major new interpretation
of the course of medieval English social and
economic development, assessing the grow-
ing significance of markets, money and mar-
keting for English life in this period.
41823-2 Hardcover $49.95

The Origins of Industrial
Capitalism in India
Business Strategies and the Working
Classes in Bombay, 1900-1940
Rajnarayan Chandavarkar
Rajnarayan Chandavarkar presents the first
major study of the relationship between
labor and capital in India's economic devel-
opment in the early twentieth century. The
author also investigates how a labor force
was formed in Bombay, its rural roots, urban
networks, industrial organization and the
way in which it shaped capitalist strategies.
41496-2 Hardcover $69.95

The Idea of Democracy
David Copp, Jean Hampton,
and John E. Roemer, Editors
Contributors: RichardJ. Arneson, Pranab
Bardhan, Samuel Bowles, Thomas Cbristiano,
Joshua Cohen, David Copp, David Estlund,
John Ferejohn, David Gauthier, Herbert Gintis,
Jean Hampton, Russell Hardin, Stephen Holmes,
Michaels. McPherson, KarlOveMoene,
Christopher W. Morris, John Rawls, John E.
Roemer, Debra Satz, John D. Stephens, Robert
Sugden, Cass R. Sustein
43254-5 Hardcover $59.95

Power and Pauperism
The Workhouse System, 1834-1884
Felix Driver
This volume is concerned with social policy
in nineteenth-century Britain. It aims to set
the history of social policy in the wider con-
text of social and political change, with a
specific focus on the workhouse, an institu-
tion synonymous with 'Victorian values'.
38151-7 Hardcover $49.95

West African Slavery
and Atlantic Commerce:
The Senegal River Valley,
1700-1860
James F. Searing
The author shows how the societies of West
Africa were transformed by the slave trade.
The growth of the Atlantic trade stimulated
the development of slavery within the
region. This local slave system had far-
reaching consequences, leading to religious
protest and slave rebellions. The changes in
agricultural production fostered an ecologi-
cal crisis.
44083-1 Hardcover $49.95

The Origins of
Railway Enterprise
The Stockton and Darlington
Railway, 1821-1863
Maurice W. Kirby
The Stockton and Darlington Railway was
the first public railway to be empowered to
convey goods and passengers by steam trac-
tion. This book evaluates the innovatory role
of the company in a new sector of the econ-
omy in the maturing phase of British indus-
trialization after 1830.
38445-1 Hardcover $59.95

Now in paperback...
A General View of the
Rural Economy of England,
1538-1840
Ann Kussmaul
"New Economic Historians have inge-
niously learned to use sources for purposes
that they were never intended for in order
to produce new quantitative information
and evidence. ..Ann Kussmaul provides us
with a brilliant example of exactly such a
project her work shows how economic
history is able to advance through the com-
bination of better computers and the inge-
niousness of its practitioners... as original
as it is clever. "

—American Historical Review
45831-5 Paper $17.95

A/ailable in bookstores or from
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GRADUATE STUDIES

IN ECONOMIC

HI

• M S C . Three examined courses and a 10,000 word thesis, •
over one year full-time (two years part-time)

Origins of the World Economy, 1450-1750

Perspectives on the Industrial Revolution

The Economic Analysis of North American History

Economic History: Interpretation and Analysis

Capital Markets and Economic Development in
Britain, Germany and the United States since 1870

The World Economic Crisis, 1919-45

Interpreting Modem Business: The USA, Europe
and Japan

British Labour History, 1815-1939

Argentinian Economic Development since 1870

Economic History of the European Community

Japanese Economic Development since the
Late Nineteenth Century

Cobden, Free Trade, and Europe, 1846-82

History of Accounting

History of Economic Thought

Growth, Poverty and Policy in the Third World
since 1850

Latin America: Welfare, Equity and
Development since 1920

The Economics of Less Developed Countries
and their Development

Sociology of Development

African Economic Development in Historical
Perspective

• The Department of Economic History at LSE has a staff of thirteen and admits
over forty new graduates each year. The doctoral programme of research, led
by Professor Leslie Hannah and Professor Alan Milward, offers supervision on
a wide range of topics leading to an M.Phil. (2 years) or a Ph.D. (3 years).

• For details of graduate studies in Economic and Social History at LSE, contact:
Graduate Admissions Office, The London School of Economics, Houghton Street,
London, WC2A2AE, England.
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CAPITA! AND IABOR IN
AMERICAN COPPER, 1845-1990
A Study of the Linkages between Product and Labor Markets

GEORGE H. HILDEBRAND AND GARTH L MANGUM
This book is the first comprehensive study of the American copper industry to include labor
markets, unionism, and labor relations as an integral part of its focus. It also undertakes a
careful examination of the influences exerted by geography and geology in the shaping of
the industry.

The study covers a wide range of topics from the formation and development of all the
principal copper producers to their major business and labor policies, technical innovations,
attempts at diversification, and foreign ventures. Unionism is closely examined from its
beginnings in the 1880s through to the 1980s Throughout there is an emphasis on the role
of strategic innovations in shaping American copper history.
Wertheim Publications in Industrial Relations $25.00 cloth

Available from

Harvard University Press
Cambridge, AAA 02)38 Call toll-free: 1-800-448-2242
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THE SICILIAN MAFIA
The Business of Private Protection

DIEGO GAMBETTA
Blood ceremonies, obscure symbols, elaborate codes, brutal executions: the arcane rem-

nants of a defunct culture? The Mafia, this book suggests, is not nearly as bizarre as all

that In fact as Diego Gambetta's analysis unfolds, the Mafia begins to resemble any other

business. In a society where trust is in short supply, this business sells protection, a guaran-

tee of safe conduct for commercial and social transactions. It grudgingly shares the market

with other concerns like itself, of which it is merely the most successful brand name.

Drawing on the confessions of eight Mafiosi and the trials their revelations triggered,

Diego Gambetta develops an elegant analysis of the socio-political role of the Mafia and

he makes astute comparisons between the business of protection and the automotive,

insurance, and advertising industries.

$39.95 cloth
Avqiloble at bookstores or from

Harvard University Press
Cambridge, MA 02138 Order toll-free: 800-448-2242

Non-Natural Social Science
Reflecting on the Enterprise of More Heat than Light
Neil de Marchi, editor

The essays in this collection represent the first collective response to the chal-
lenge to historians of economics posed by Philip Mirowski in his 1989 book
More Heat than Light: Economics as Social Physics, Physics as Nature's Economics.

Contributors. Jack Birner, Marcel Boumans, A. W. Coats, Avi J. Cohen,
I. Bernard Cohen, Neil de Marchi, Steve Fuller, Clifford G. Gaddy, D. Wade
Hands, Albert Jolink, Arjo Klamer, Robert Leonard, Philip Mirowski,
Theodore M. Porter, Margaret Schabas, E. Roy Weintraub

368 pages, 6 illustrations, cloth $35.00
This volume is the ippj annual supplement to the journal History of Political
Economy.

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS
Publishers of History of Political Economy
Box 90660 Durham, North Carolina 27708-0660
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P R I N C E T O N

First in a new series

THE MEDIEVAL VILLAGE ECONOMY
A Study of the Pareto Mapping in General Equilibrium Models

ROBERT M. TOWNSEND
Robert Townsend has made path-breaking contributions to contract theory and general equilibrium analysis.

In this book, he combines the theory of general economic equilibrium with the notion that allocations and
institutions of a given economy might be Pareto opf mal to try to explain various salient features of the medieval
village economy. Townsend draws both descriptive institutional material and particular parameter values from
historical observations, and characterizes solutions to the models analytically and numerically.

"When a distinguished economic theorist throws himself with such gusto into explaining a fact,
economic scientists should break out the champagne. Building on the new economic history of the
medieval village, Robert Townsend shows the way out of blackboard economics "
—Donald N. McCloskey, University of Iowa
Frontiers of Economic Research: David M. Kreps and Thomas J. Sargent, Editors
Cloth: $35.00 ISBN 0-691-04270-5

New in paperback

ECONOMIC DISCRIMINATION AND
POLITICAL EXCHANGE
World Political Economy in the 1930s and 1980s

KENNETH A. OYE
Did bilateral and regional bargaining choke off international commerce and finance in the 1930s and prolong

the Great Depression? Is the open world economic system now being placed at risk by explicitly discriminatory
practices that erode respect for the GATT, the IMF, and the IBRD? Most political economists would answer in the
affirmative, warning that bilateral and regional preferences are at best inefficient and at worst catastrophic. By
contrast, Kenneth Oye shows how economic discrimination can foster international economic openness by
facilitating political exchange.

" . . . an important piece of work that makes major interpretive and theoretical contributions. Oye
succeeds in the rarely achieved task of putting old facts in a new light."
—Roberto. Keohane, Harvard University
Princeton Studies in International History and Politics
Now In paper $16.95ISBN 0-691-00083-2

PRICES ARE IN U.S DOLLARS • ORDER FROM YOUR BOOKSELLER OR FROM

P R I N C E T O N U N I V E R S I T Y P R E S S
PHONE ORDERS: (609) 883-1759 U.S. • (+243) 829121 U.K7EUROPE
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R O U T L E D G E

MAYNARD KEYNES
An Economist's Biography
Donald E. Moggridge
"... a biography of Keynes that is more up-to-

date and more thorough than any of its
predecessors . . . the comprehensiveness of
this work will insure its status as the standard
academic biography of Keynes for some
time." —Choice
968 pp. 20 b/w photos. $25.00 hb

THE GROWTH OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMY
1820-1990
An Introductory Text
Third Edition
A. G. Kenwood and A. L. Lougheed
" . . . a very valuable, very clearly structured
book, well illustrated by useful and informa-
tive diagrams and tables, which affords to the
newcomer a very good introduction to a many-
sided subject.' —Economica
336 pp, $22.50 pb

THE EUROPEAN ECONOMY
1914-1990
Third Edition
Derek Aldcroft
"Aldcroft demonstrates his confirmed ability
to summarize with clarity and understanding
the research of others . . . a reliable guide to
the present state of knowledge and there is no
other single work in the field of which that can
be said." —West European Politics
336 pp. $65.00 hb. $19.95 pb

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS
IN ECONOMICS
Edited by Graeme Donald Snooks
In this volume, international scholars make a
bold claim for the transformation of
economics into a historical social science.
They discuss topics such as employment,
retirement, and changing attitudes toward
business culture.
288 pp. $62.50 hb

CONSUMPTION AND THE
WORLD OF GOODS
Edited by John Brewer and Roy Porter
This collaboration between subject specialists
in areas ranging from economic history to
social and cultural history provides an original
interpretation of the seventeenth and eight-
eenth centuries which will shape a new
historical landscape based on the consump-
tion of goods and services.
Consumption and Culture In nth and 1 8th
Centuries
608 pp. $59.95 hb

PATTERNS OF EUROPEAN
INDUSTRIALIZATION
The Nineteenth Century
Edited by Richard Sylla and Gianni Tonlolo
This volume presents contributions from some
of the world's leading economic historians,
including R. Paul Gregory, Donald N.
McCloskey. and William N. Parker. The essays
illustrate the changes in our understanding of
Europe's nineteenth century economic
development that have taken place over the
last quarter century.
New Routledge Library of Economics
288 pp. $22.50 pb

THE LONG WAVE
IN THE WORLD ECONOMY
The Current Crisis
in Historical Perspective
Andrew Tylecote
" . . . a novel interpretation of the contem-
porary woes of the world economy. Andrew
Tylecote's bold synthesis is sure to become an
important reference point in the debates of the
'90s on the unequal and anarchic world in
which we live." —Robin Blackburn
272 pp. $55.00 hb. $22.50 pb

GOVERNMENT
AND ECONOMIES
IN THE POSTWAR WORLD
Economic Policies and Comparative
Performance 1945-85
Edited by Andrew Graham
with Anthony Seldon
" . . . an extraordinarily clear picture of the
political economy of the economically more
advanced nations over four decades . . . The
outstanding message of this book is the
gradual but inevitable economic integration of
the world economy. ' —The Royal Institute

of International Affairs
The New Routledge Library of Economics
368 pp. 58 tables. $22.50 pb

29 WEST 35TH STREET N E W YORK, NY 10001-2299 (212) 244-6412 or fax 800-248-4724
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Birth Weight and Economic Growth
Women's Living Standards in the Industrializing West
W. Peter Ward - j

Ward sheds new light on the relation between infant
-size, economic development, and women's livjng-stand
ards in Boston, Dublin, Edinburgh; Montreal, and
Vienna between 1850 and 1930. He compares birth
weight between cities and traces changes in fetal size-at —
a time when some cities experienced dramatic economic
growth while others stagnated. ;

"Essential reading for scholars'of economic history
and poverty."—Richard Steckel, Ohio State University

Cloth $38.00 248 pages illus.. •

Economics and World History
••' Myths and Paradoxes ' ,

Paul Bairoch • /

Bairoch deflates twenty commonly held myths about
economic history. Did free trade and population growth

_ historically lead to periods of economic growth? TDid
colonial powers in the nineteenth and early twentieth
century become rich by exploiting the Third World?
Bairoch says no to these^and other misguided behefs,
setting the record straight. ' :

"Sheds fascinating light on many of the accepted
truths of modern economic history: an intriguing
account, well executed."—Alfred L. Malabre, Jr.,
Economics Editor, Wall Street Journal and author of
Lost Prophets: An Insiders History of the Modern Economists
Cloth $32.50 200 pages illus.

THE
UNIVERSITY OF
CHICAGO
PRESS
5SOI SOUTH ELLIS AVE.
CHICAGO, 1L 60637
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Outstanding Scholarship from Cambridge 
Monetary Regimes 
in Transition 
Michael D. Bordo 
and Forrest Capie, Editors 
Contributors: Michael D. Bordo, Forrest Capie, 
Giulio M. Gallarotti, Angela Redish, Charles W. 
Calomiris, Pablo Martin-Acena, Trevor Dick, 
John Floyd, David Pope, Eugene N. White, Pierre 
Siklos, Alessandra Casella, Barry Eichengreen, 
Lars Jonung, Anna J. Schwartz 
41906-9 Hardcover $59.95 

Death and the Metropolis 
Studies in the Demographic History 
of London 1670-1830 
John Landers 
This book offers a powerful analysis of 
population patterns in London over the 
period of the "long eighteenth century." 
Dr. Landers links death rates to the specific 
features of London's economy, society, and 
environment, but also places them within a 
general theoretical framework applicable to 
the generality of populations that suffer high 
levels of mortality. 
35599-0 Hardcover $64.95 

Development Policy of a 
Communist Government 
West Bengal Since 1977 
Ross Mallick 
Ross Mallick argues that the government 
has been a failure in terms of redistributive 
development reforms and that the com
munism that has developed is not of a 
revolutionary nature, but of the most 
minimal type of reformism. 
43292-8 Hardcover $59.95 

Now in paperback... 

The Rise of 
Financial Capitalism 
International Capital Markets 
in the Age of Reason 
Larry Neal 
"... everything one would expect from the 
culmination of a 15-year research project 
by one of America's leading economic 
historians of Europe. Solidly though not 
exclusively based on the exploitation of a 
voluminous but previously underutilized 
source of data on English asset prices. 

—David Weir, Journal of Economic History 
45738-6 Paper $16.95 

British Protectionism and 
the International Economy 
Overseas Commercial Policy 
in the 1930s 
Tim Rooth 
Tim Rooth's comprehensive study examines 
the forces behind the abandonment of free 
trade and the way that Britain then used pro
tection to bargain for trade advantages in the 
markets of her chief suppliers of food and 
raw materials. 
41608-6 Hardcover $59.95 

The Economy of Modern 
India, 1860-1970 
B. R. Tomlinson 
In this book, Dr. B. R. Tomlinson presents the 
first comprehensive and interpretative account 
o f the history of economic growth and change 
in colonial and post-colonial India. 
36230-X Hardcover $44.95 

Now in paperback 

The Rise of 
Merchant Empires 
Long Distance Trade in the Early 
Modern World, 1350-1750 
James D. Tracy, Editor 
".. .[the contributors}present much new 
information and summarize recent scholar
ship in their particular fields, making an 
exceedingly useful compendium for anyone 
trying to comprehend world-wide patterns 
of commerce between 1350 and 1750" 

—William H. McNeill, 
Renaissance Quarterly 

Contributors: James D. Tracy, Herman VanDerWee, 
Carta Rahn Phillips, Niels Steensgaard, Paul 
Butel, Jaap R. Burion, Larry Neal, Ward Barrett, 
Frederick Mauro, Herberts. Klein, Ralph A. Austen, 
Morris Rosabi, Irfan Habib, Wang Gungwu 
45735-1 P; 

Available in 

40 West 2( 
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MasterCard 
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